
















































& Nano Technology 
Advanced Computational 
Systems & Simulations





NASA has a proven record of solving complex engineering 
challenges and finding innovative solutions to difficult 
problems
NASA has a large variety of 
technical disciplines, and can 
leverage various 

































why should both industries work 
together
we both share challenges involving 
working in harsh, remote and often 
unexplored environments
space and offshore industry seem like two 
completely unrelated and divergent industries at a 
first glance.  However after looking closer one will 
find many similarities!

out of the box 
thinking
finding solutions
in other people’s 
toolbox
collectively most challenging problems can 
be successfully solved!
Connecting the dots Together
Oil & Gas: More accessibility to remote 
location. Safer operations for the population and 
environment, Higher production and revenue streams 
through more optimal and reliable technologies 
and infrastructure
NASA: Develop more advanced systems 
for deep space exploration vetted through partnerships
with industry,  increase relevance to life on earth. 
Increase innovation




Collectively develop new advanced 
technologies of mutual interests
Cross-pollinate expertise
Showcase emerging technologies that 


















































Example of a successful partnership
For example, 
underwater vehicles and manipulators could adapt 
robotic technology and techniques used for docking 
spacecraft with millimeter-accuracy adding 
intelligence to new autonomous oil and gas 
underwater vehicles






Safety & Risk Management
Safety engineering & Training
Risk Management




Using the largest pool in the world- holds 6.2 million 
gallons of water and is more than 200 feet long and 40 
feet deep. could be used to simulate and train for safety 
and emergency situations encountered undersea






Team & Join Resources
Put together a TEAM
that consists of various 
NASA centers, Major 
Academic Institutions, 
















Team & Join Resources
One Team!
Working together to advance 
Science & Technology
innovation for the humans benefit






























































The Johnson Space Center leads the US’s 
efforts for the human exploration of space.  
We’re experts in living & working in extreme, 
hostile, remote environments.
The Engineering Directorate provides 
technical leadership in engineering for 
every human spaceflight program in NASA’s 
history.
We exist to provide essential engineering for 
the advancement of human space 
exploration.
OUR HERITAGE

















Providing experienced system and subsystem 
management, systems engineering and 
integration, and critical domain expertise on 
spacecraft systems and flight hardware.
Analysis & Test
Performing engineering analyses, modeling, 
simulations, testing, and engineering facility 
design, development, and operations.
In-House Development
Developing spacecraft elements, flight 
equipment, test facilities, and support 
equipment.
Technology Maturation
Improving domain expertise and advancing 





design, develop, test, evaluate
“All of us that came from the National 
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics were 
hands-on type engineers.  
We got our hands dirty.  We got involved 
with hardware and equipment.  
That was Dr. Gilruth’s background and he 
insisted on having all the necessary tools to 
be able to complete the job, not just sit 
down and write contracts for others to do 
the design and development.  
He wanted us in from the initial point of 
conception up through the time we verified 
and certified the article for flight.”
- Alek C. Bond
Chief – Systems Evaluation Development Division













analysis, simulation, fabrication, test
Our tools and facilities support the entire 
product life cycle, from conception 
through operations & sustainment.
“Dr. Gilruth indicated at the beginning 
that he wanted a strong technical 
organization to exist at the manned 
Spacecraft Center, with laboratories that 
would essentially support all various 
requirements for manned space flight.” 
- Max Faget
Director of Engineering, Manned Spacecraft Center
Apollo Program
TOOLS & FACILITIES
enabling human space flight
New technologies are needed to 
support new missions beyond low Earth 
orbit into the solar system.
Many of the technologies needed to 
advance human spaceflight are also 
needed for terrestrial applications.
We have a proven track record 
collaborating with industry, academia, 
and government.
We actively seek new strategic 
partners for collaboration on common 
technical challenges.
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
There is a lot more Space in your life than you think
NASA Spinoffs
• A NASA spinoff is a technology, originally developed to meet NASA 
mission needs, that has been transferred to the public and now 
provides benefits for the Nation and world as a commercial product 
or service. 
• NASA spinoffs enhance many aspects of daily life, including health 
and medicine, transportation, public safety, consumer goods, 
energy and environment, information technology, and industrial 
productivity. 
• These spinoffs are transferred to the public through various NASA 
partnerships including licensing, funding agreements, assistance 
from NASA experts, the use of NASA facilities, and other 
collaborations between the Agency, private industry, other 
government agencies, and academia. 
• http://spinoff.nasa.gov/index.html
Better way to monitor strain on Subsea risers
• Replaces typical load cell monitoring strain on tension leg platforms
• Tendon Tension Monitoring System is Fiber optic strain gauges 
determine tension in subsea risers
• Provides real time data for platform stability.
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_0HQqdZRFfg
From Crew Procedures to the Oil Rig
• Procedure Authoring Tools (PRIDE) from Traclabs used by 
Oil & Gas Industry has improved safety on Rigs
• PRIDE is now used within the oil and gas industry to 
increase safety in oil rig operations  and to provide better 
information for auditing  purposes
• http://traclabs.com/
From water purification in space to oil spill cleanup
• Micro‐Bac developed phototrophic cells for water purification 
that breakdown toxic chemicals that astronauts could 
encounter while living on the International Space Station
• The commercial version is used for wastewater remediation 
and clean up of oil spills
• Was deployed during the 2010 Deepwater Horizon oil rig 
explosion as part of the clean up efforts
• http://www.micro‐bac.com
From Rocket Engines to improved Gasification 
• Pratt & Whitney Rocketdyne used their expertise in Space 
Shuttle Main Engines to improve gasification technology.
• Rapid Mix injectors built off the SSME heritage allow for 
better mixing at higher temps for quicker reactions.
• System is smaller size and lower cost to build with reduced 
CO2 emissions compared to conventional gasification plants
Crowd sourcing spinoffs
• NASA has launched a new initiative to allow the 
public to suggest new ways space technology 
could be used for life on Earth
• Ideas on Marblar are based on patented science 
from the world's top research institutions. You 
can work with NASA tech to create products that 
change the world
• http://marblar.com/technologies
Tech Transfer
The image above demonstrates how image stabilization 
technology developed to study solar flares might be used to clarify 
images in a variety of applications like license plate recognition 
from traffic cameras or clarifying security footage for anti‐
terrorism efforts.
Technology Transfer for the benefit of all
What technologies are available
• Aerospace
• Biotech, Medical, Human Health and Life Support
• Clean, Green Environmental and Power
• Communications
• Consumer Products
• Electrical
• Manufacturing
• Materials
• Optics
• Sensors and Robotics
• Software
http://www.nasa.gov/centers/johnson/techtransfer/technology/index.
html
License Agreements
• JSC has the authority to grant licenses to patented and patent‐pending 
technologies and inventions. 
• All licenses are individually negotiated with the prospective licensee, and each 
license contains terms concerning commercialization, license duration, royalties, 
and periodic reporting. Licenses may be exclusive, co‐exclusive, partially exclusive 
and non‐exclusive.
• Licenses may be exclusive, co‐exclusive, partially exclusive, or non‐exclusive. JSC 
will consider requests for either all types of licenses. 
• For exclusive, co‐exclusive, and partially exclusive licenses, JSC is required to 
publish a notice of a prospective license in the Federal Register identifying the 
invention and proposed licensee and providing at least a 15‐day period for the 
public to file written objections. 
– Any objections received during this time period will be reviewed and evaluated by JSC prior to 
making a final licensing determination. 
– Non‐exclusive licenses may be granted for federally owned inventions without publication in 
the Federal Register.
• JSC Technology Transfer and Commercialization Office by phone at (281) 483‐3809 
or e‐mail (jsc‐techtran@mail.nasa.gov)
License Process and Fees
• The process generally takes about three to four months 
after receipt of Part 1 of the license application. 
Exclusive licenses take longer and are highly dependent 
on the complexity of the application.
• Upfront fees vary greatly and are negotiated after 
submission of the license application and supporting 
income pro forma.
• The percentage in royalties to be paid to JSC under a 
license agreement is negotiable and dependent upon a 
number of factors, including the type of license issued 
(e.g., exclusive or non‐exclusive) and other market 
considerations.
Partnering with JSC
• A Space Act Agreement (SAA) is the most common legal vehicle for 
partnering with JSC. These agreements are similar to the 
Cooperative Research and Development Agreements (CRADAs) 
offered by other Government agencies, but are based on NASA’s 
enabling legislation. Space Act Agreements can be non‐
reimbursable or reimbursable.
• Non‐reimbursable Space Act Agreements are collaborative 
agreements in which NASA and the other party each contribute 
resources, which can include personnel, facilities, expertise, 
equipment or technology, with no transfer of funds. Each party 
funds its own participation in the activity for their mutual benefit.
• In a reimbursable Space Act Agreement, the external party pays JSC 
for the use of JSC resources such as personnel, expertise, facilities, 
equipment, or technology. Terms, conditions, and schedules are 
negotiable
SAA vs. Crada
• Space Act Agreements (SAAs) and CRADAs serve essentially the same purpose. 
Authorized by the National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, SAAs are flexible 
agreements that allow NASA to work cooperatively with industry and academia.
– Patent and data rights will be defined in the Space Act Agreement and negotiated in 
accordance with applicable law. 
– Generally, industry or academia may retain rights if the technology is invented solely by its 
employees. 
– JSC may retain the rights if the technology is invented solely by JSC employees. A jointly 
owned patent will result if employees of each party contribute to the invention. 
• The Technology Innovation Act of 1980 authorizes other government research 
organizations, which did not have similar provisions in their charters, to use 
CRADAs.
– CRADA is very similar to SAA only the Intellectual Property is negotiated upfront
– Allow all parties to the CRADA to keep research results emerging from the CRADA confidential 
and free from disclosure through the Freedom of Information Act for up to 5 years.
– Allow the government and the partner to share patents and patent licenses.
– Permit one partner to retain exclusive rights to a patent or patent license.
Collaboration
• JSC can contribute (money, personnel, materials, facilities, and 
services) under a partnership agreement, however, it cannot 
transfer appropriated funds to the partner. 
• The partner can contribute all of these items. The contributions of 
each party are negotiated by JSC and the partner.
• JSC facilities can be used on a space‐available basis, although NASA 
mission needs will always take precedence, regardless of any 
previously agreed upon schedules. 
• Capabilities Brochure 
http://www.nasa.gov/centers/johnson/pdf/643401main_human_s
paceflight_capabilities_4‐12.pdf
• Fact sheets 
http://www.nasa.gov/centers/johnson/partnerships/factsheets.htm
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